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In 1876 the tone of optimism, resounding from all sides upon
the Mackay reserve, carried with it more a note of profound
relief than one of high expectations for the future. Though
G. F. Bridgman had effected his plans with "little stir, fuss or
parade", The Queenslander acknowledged:
no more crucial test of the possibility of making things
comfortable for the blacks could be devised ... It is a great
relief to hear . . . that \\'e are really trying to make some
headway with the ... unfortunates whom our mere presence
seems to blast.
Yet the paper qualified its appreciation with some guarded words.
"Under the best possible conditions", it warned:
the Mackay experiment is, at most, but a mildly hopeful
one as yet and it is very clear that were one of the favorable
features wanting . . . nothing could avert collapse. 1
Bridgman himself had frankly confessed that his success had not
been "startling", that progress had been "very uphill" and that
"only the most docile of his proteges" had been fully responsive2.
The new Aboriginal Commission under Bishop Hale was enlivened
by the "practical shape" of Bridgman's achievement: "a large
reserve upon which a considerable number of natives had been
induced to settle and their comfort and well-being had been much
increased thereby.". Even the most cautious estimate must consider
this "a step in the right direction", as Hale later wrote, "pointing
out to us the propriety of setting on foot similar schemes
throughout the colony"3.
By mid-December 1876, Bridgman had returned to ;\Iackay with
directions from the Commissioners in Brisbane to examine
Aboriginal conditions and prospects at Bowen and Townsville as
soon as possible4 • Late in April 1877 he set out, to be greeted
in these centres by the depressing sight of "large numbers of
blacks of both sexes in various stages of disease and decrepitude ...
prowling about the streets.". Their removal to a reserve was "a
matter of urgent necessity", Bridgman emphasized and he was
pleased to note the e:x.-pressed willingness of residents to apply for
a Government grant to accomplish thiss. Indeed at Townsville
he had been especially encouraged to find an unusual arrangement
already in operation. An educated Polynesian, Sam Tadrane, was
both sheltering a score of young Aborigines and teaching them
the rudiments of a settled life. Subsequently, Tadrane and his
party were allotted £10 to dear land for cultivation outside the
township. This was to form the embryo for a reserve administered
by. ~ committee of "influential . . . local gentle~en", led by
William GraY6. At Bowen, by comparison, matters did not proceed
so smoothly. The main consideration \\'as to remove blacks from
the Botanical Reserve, soon to become Queen's Park and place
them strategically "further away at night . . . under' some kind
of discipline" yet "not ... too far from town" so that residents
could not enjoy their services for "certain kinds of rough work".
By October, a site still had not been decided upon, although a
Mr Sanc!rock had suggested a possible locality·. Though Aborigines
were shifted from the municipality. a lack of local initiative and
concern in this "Sleepy Hollow" of a town precluded an,· further
developmentss. As late as August 1880, farmers in th~ Bowen
district were still insisting on native police protection against
"great depredations" in that region9.
Bridgman's new role as travelling inspector meant a curtailment
of other interests, especially his co-operation \\Tith the Catholic
priest, Pierre Marie Bucas. The latter was preparing to establish
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a reserve at Cape Hillsborough10 for 200 Yuipera natives and "for
those who occupy the adjacent islands" II. Father Bucas pressed
on alone "to make a home for the native aborigines" fourteen
miles north of MackaY'2 but, due to personal illness, he accom-
plished little during 1877. It then occurred to him that "orphans
from the convent of the town" should be moved to the spot under
the control of the Sisters of St. Joseph so that "the two institutions
might be carried on side by side."13. This plan eventually proved
impracticable. Early in 1880 Father Bucas left the district while
the Sisters of St. Joseph were replaced at the orphanage by the
Sisters of Mercy. In July Sister Caulan complained to the Police
~Iagistrate about the "considerable number of aboriginals in the
neighbourhood" . A young woman had been criminally assaulted
~ecently by a South Sea Islander only a mile away, thus dramatizing
tears about the presence of so many black people near the children.
Captain Goodall promised that the Native Police would "call
round at the orphanage in a few days" to warn off "the wild
blacks" 14. In this way Father Bucas's original intentions for the
area were entirely reversed.
Bridgman's trips to Brisbane, Townsville and Bowen led to
disquietening criticisms in 1877 that his careful control over reserve
Aborigines was weakening; this had ominous results. In Januarv
the Clermont Central Free Press reported that the "persecuted
blacks" had perpetrated "several outrages" on the road leading
inland from Mackay. An "unfortunate Chinaman" had been
decapitated by a "very sharp tomahawk", a horseman had been
"struck up and robbed" and a swagman, confronted by a
"'civilized' black" with a similar tomahawk, had survived only
by handing over his tobacco's. In March, a correspondent to The
Queenslander calculated that "Port Mackav blacks" committed
murders "about once every two years" but, 'bef~re they could be
apprehended, were "back at . . . ;\lackay and in employment.".
The letter suggested that "a little dispersing business . . . be
carried out" and the surrounding scrubs be given "a good
scouring". 6. In ;\Iay, after t\\'O Pacific Islanders were killed on
the Nebo Road by "nulla-nullas ornamented with nails" Henrv
Finch-Hatton felt moved to write that "the denizens of 'Bl;cktow~'
who ?ail j\fr .Bridgm~ their protector" were posing "a possible
question of life or limb to anyone who may wish to go on a
day's journey ... into the interior."17. The Finch-Hatton brothers
obviously relished this chance to attack Bridgman's efforts. In
their estimation, civilizing Aborigines merely increased their
"cunning" and capacity for "mischief":c. In his book, Advance
Australia, Harold Finch-Hatton considered it an "open question"
whether a black deserved "any mercy" from Europeans' and
himself reported upon the poisoning of a "tremendous ha~" of
"more than a hundred blacks" at Long Lagoon with a joyiality
that comes dangerously close to delight19. The apparent outrage
they demonstrated at the murder of two "Kanakas" must be
considered in this context.
The question was viewed far more seriously when in July Charles
Rawson informed the Colonial Secretary:
;\1r. Bridgman has lost all control ·over the Blacks and instead
of them being kept together on the Resen-e, they are
scattered over the whole District . . . a very dangerous
nuisance to everybodY.20 .
Only a year earlier, Ra\\Tson had applauded the successful
~ctioning of the settlement. Though Bridgman merely told
FInch-Hatton that he had no time to "rid[e] . . . after . . .
exuberant ruffians"21, he now inserted an urgent notice in the
Mackay JIercury and South Kennedy Adc'ertiser for residents "not
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to harbor or employ aborigines without Mr. Bridgman's consent,
in order to prevent annoyance ..."22. Bishop Hale next issued a
spirited defence of Bridgman in a long letter which denied that
"his control over, or influence with the natives is lost or even
seriously impaired". Rawson was wrong, he wrote, if he expected
anyone to keep "a number of untrained and undisciplined ...
natives within narrow boundaries":
Neither do I admit that the Government would have any right
to imprison them . . . nor have the Squatters . . . any right
to demand such imprisonment.
Rawson had made a "very serious charge", Hale contended, but if
he wanted it properly investigated, he should make it a "much
more definite and explicit" one23. When in November the Colonial
Secretary questioned Rawson to this effect, he replied both
caustically and evasively:
As the subject appears to be of so very little importance to
the Government as to merit a delay of four months before
investigation, I must respectfully decline to take any further
steps in the matter.24
So the subject rested. Though Charles Rawson was undoubtedly
influenced in his appraisal by Harold Finch-Hatton, then a guest
at the Rawson homestead, it is equally probable that Frank
Bridgman's use of "moral force" no longer exercised so much
charm over the local Aborigines. In fact Bishop Hale tacitly
accepted this when he suggested that a native trooper be given
the "special duty" of "frequent visits to the Reserve". Acting in
liaison with "leaders of the different [work] parties", he could
then arrest any member attempting "to destroy or injure the
property of Europeans."25.
Bishop Hale had successfully launched a verbal cannonade to
protect Bridgman but behind his words lay the uneasy realization
that the Commission too was under serious attack both from
without and within. In January 1877, the Cooktown Courier
reacted with "impatience- . . . almost . . . contempt" against
"schemes propounded by the Aboriginal Commission ... meeting
in a snug committee room"26 - schemes pitifully limited in scope
and intent. As the Queensland Patriot succinctly stated some time
later:
No man cares to turn aside to watch a benevolent minded
individual endeavour to relieve a case of tooth-ache when he
knows a massacre is going on, unchecked, in the next street.
"Such merely trifling work" engendered "a sort of repulsion"
the paper claimed when one knew "what the condition and
treatment of aboriginals in Queensland really is.''27. The ebullient
priest, Father Duncan McNab, had already written to John Douglas
soon after the Hale Commission had been gazetted:
While commissioners had been considering . . . measures,
years have elapsed . . . [and] multitudes have perished. Left
to commissioners, their fate is likely to be the same for the
future ... who can tell how many natives are massacred in a
year, or in a quarter ... ?28
In December 1876, the Government had hoped to come to
terms with McNab by making him a commissioner too but this
had merely carried his trenchant criticisms to the heart of the
organization. Father McNab proposed an advanced scheme whereby
Aborigines would receive actual civil rights through such initial
procedures as freehold land ownership, full recognition as British
subjects under the law and Chr-i:>tian marriage29 . He vainly
anticipated "abundant, prompt and energetic assistance ... from
the ... Commissioners"30 towards this radical goal but he had
ventured much further than these cautious gentlemen were willing
to tread. McNab wanted too much too soon, they considered and
they endured "his no doubt interesting but somewhat lengthened
addresses . . . with patience and respect" 31 and carefully closed
minds. In May 1877, McNab retorted:
I have been told that I proceed too fast. I apprehend the
danger lies in proceeding too slowly so that hope dies and the
people perish before they can be succoured or civilized.32
Criticisms that the narrow philanthropic concerns of the Hale
Commission served largely to window-dress otherwise callous
official policies towards the natives were no doubt warranted. It
can be also argued, to the contrary, that within the terms of their
own competence the Commissioners were attempting too great a
task. No longer concerned simply with Bridgman's reserve, they
were trying to oversee developments at Townsville and Bowen in
the north as well as at McNab's Durundur reserve and Tom Petrie's
Bribie Island Aboriginal fishing station in the south. Here was
work requiring "their whole time and energies" 33 yet by April
1878 they had to admit sorrowfully, "it has not been in our power
to hold meetings or to transact business in a very regular or
systematic manner."34. The principal weakness was that other
"official duties of great importance", such as Bishop Hale's pastoral
visits across the ColonY35, had rendered this body of unpaid
servants merely part-time dabblers in the Aboriginal problem.
"Only occasionally" were they able to arrange meetings to suit
all members. Their report concluded lamely, "we have, however
done the best we could"36. In December 1878, McNab resigned the
Commission in disgust
in consequence of my associates having declared their
incompetence and my finding the then existing Ministry . . .
nibbling at, or rather trifling with the question of Aboriginal
Civilization.37
McNab further attacked his fellow Commissioners for being
"unbelievers in the improvability of the adult blacks"38 - who
thought instead that Aborigines could be "merely preserved" on
reservations "like cattle on the run"39. When he visited Bridgman's
reserve in 1875 he claimed to find all the natives "anxious to
be civilized". Indeed Bridgman himself had written optimistically
at this time that only "the necessary power and money" was needed
"to inculcate habits of cleanliness, thrift and self-reliance"40.
Bridgman angered McNab by refusing to introduce spiritual
instruction, fearing "he should fail to discover any examples amongst
his white brethren" worthy of emulation41. Yet in October 1876
Bridgman informed William Drew that he had achieved a little
success in organizing "some kind of self government and public
opinion among the blacks". He was careful to add that "any real
and substantial improvement . . . can only be effected by
[degrees] "42. During 1877 this policy of gradualism succombed to
despair. By February 1878 he was "not able to report any
perceptible improvement in their moral or social condition". He
concluded disconsolately, "They perhaps perform more work and
are kept out of the town more than in other localities."43.
Bridgman's failure here rested upon the crudeness of his basic
premise that
a blackfellow should be treated as a child until he shows that
he has the necessary knowledge and self-command to take care
of himself44
This attitude overlooked both the value and the resilience of
traditional Aboriginal culture. Aboriginal adults were to be corrected
as helpless and rather naughty children who needed weaning from
a number of inherently bad habits. When this approach failed, the
tendency was to see the natives as perversely set in their ways,
unable to appreciate the worth of a "superior" life-style. As Bishop
Hale stated revealingly:
Natives who have arrived at adult age cannot be changed as
to their habits.45
I think it is hopeless to change . . . the tribes as regards
immorality - as we call it and their ordinary tribal customs
as they call it.46
Or, as a correspondent to The Queenslander more colourfully
warned:
as a sow to its wallowings in the mire or a drunkard to his
nip - you may reclaim them for a time, but back they gO.47
If Aboriginal adults refused to be handled like European children,
perhaps it was still possible to raise Aboriginal children to become
more like European adults. As Hale expressed it, "to prevent
their growing up mere natives and to give them a taste for a better
manner of life."48. In mid 1875 Bridgman stated that he would
eventually begin schooling the young "four evenings each week"49.
In September 1876 the Commission's first meeting provided him
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a school for female children"64. In July they secured for him the
assistance of an English couple, the Bartons - the wife to be
teacher and matron, and the husband, a carpenter, to build, fence
and maintain the settlement. By March 1879 Hale reported the
school in full working order with thirty-two enrolled. Twenty
more could be accommodated if the Government provided the
funds, he intimated, but the Colonial Secretary disallowed this6s.
The main priorities adopted in redeeming these children "from
the lowest stage of degradation"66 may be deduced from the way in
which praise was directed at their behaviour. The School
Inspector emphasized drilling as their outstanding achievement:
in this they surpass the whites of any school I have yet visited.
Their movements were marked by the utmost precision.67
The Brisbane Courier drew attention to their "cleanliness and
neatness which might profitably be imitated" 68 while Commissioner
Gregory stressed "morals and propriety of behaviour" as the
principal goal for the girls69. The Inspector admitted that the
training was "of a very mechanical nature" but predicted it would
"render them fit for the positions of good and useful servants on
stationS."70. A. C. Gregory pointed out, however, that the girls
should not be "condemned to perpetual servitutle" as domestics
while the boys could only become "stockmen on out-stations" if
they remained single. Furthermore
the prejudices of the ... white population would preclude
aborigines from assimilating with the working classes or their
becoming tradesmen or small farmers.
Alternatively, they should be spared the "retrogressive degradation"
and "barbarism" of "the nomadic life of their fathers". Rather
than be made "bush . . . wives" and have "customs utterly
repugnant to the [ir] code of morality" thrust upon them, the
educated girls were to selectively marry the educated boys and be
immured on new reserves "under some effectual system of
guardianship" 71 - a kind of perpetuated limbo between the two
cultures. Yet all this was projecting the problem some time into
the future. For the present Frank Bridgman considered the school
was his most "highly successful" achievementn.
As the months passed, Bridgman had much less to say upon the
success of labour relations between white planter and Aboriginal
worker. Coloured labour recommended itself to the plantation
owner for five main reasons: it was black, docile and cheap, but it
also needed to be quite plentiful and reliable. A Pacific IsI~nd
labourer fulfilled all these requirements but an Aboriginal did not.
He was certainly black and suitably docile, although his stamina
did not usually equal an Islander's, and his services remained
cheaper even after February 1876 when Bridgman demanded that
half the wage be paid to the settlement in cash. But the reserve
could not provide the numbers necessary to sustain the expanding
sugar industry. Even by March 1877 there were more than 1,400
Islanders on the cane fields73. By 1881 this number had grown
with £200 to build a "Juvenile Department" at the reserve. "I
use this expression in preference to the word School", wrot~ Hale:
because the amount of book learning will for some tlme be
very small indeed. The Juvenile D~part~e?t is wanted ~n
order that a beginning may be made m trammg the young m
at least some of the habits of civilized life.
Thus their teacher would require only "a very moderate amount
of s~holarship", for qualities such as "an inexhaustible fund of
patience and good humour", "energy and cheerfulness" woul~ prove
more relevant in "securing his influence over them.". The mfants
should be clothed in "a little frock or tunic of Dungaree . . .
descending nearly to the knees with a little belt" to hide their
nakedness whilst "bigger girls" should wear a longer frock
and "big~er boys . . . short drawers or knickerbockers" for
the sake of decency. "Direct Christian instruction" was
essential Hale considered, for there could be "no permanent
change ~f character nor any sound and ~rue improv~ment witho.ut
this."so. It is probable, however, that Bndgman contmue~ to reSist
this last suggestion for in 1879 Duncan McNab complamed that
"the children had not received any religious instruction"sl.
In order to "wean the children from native habits"s2, the
Commissioners thought it necessary to segregate them fully from
their parents. The subsequent effect upon the native population
at the reserve is difficult to ascertain. A C. Gregory later wrote
that the girls were gathered only with the "full consent of their
parents"S3 but the way this consent was obtained was never
disclosed. Numerous colonists had previously written upon the
"public evil" of kidnapping Aboriginal children. The Slave Act
had even been suggested as a remedys4. With some surprise,
Europeans had noticed that "gins entertain great affection for their
children"ss and that, when deprived of their presence, the cries
of the family generally were both "heartrending" and "frantic
for their lost oneS."S6. Neither Frank Bridgman nor Jocelyn
Brooke nor Mrs Barton, the school mistress who was finally
acquired, could ever be called "kidnappers", but they were
instructed to keep the children "isolated", "wholly removed from
their tribes and local associations" and, if possible, to prevent them
ever "being taken back"s7.
The young were to be instructed and fed in day-rooms and given
separate sleeping quarters for each sex by night. When they
occasionally ventured "from home", wrote Hale, "let them go in
a party (without the adult natives) under the care and supervision
of their master.". The children should be induced to stay "without
resorting to actual punishment" by distractions such as cheerful
surroundings, "sufficient variety of occupation & amusement"
and "some little attractions in the way of food" including regular
bread. Parents required "talking to ... to prevent their encouraging
the children to come to their camp without leave."S8. In this way,
"the wild strain of blood in the race"S9 would be somewhat
counteracted. Faced with this arrangement, it is probable that
Aborigines surrendered their offspring under Bridgman's persuasion
with certain forebodings and some degree of regret. Yet what was
the point of feeling sentimental about this, the Commissioners
might surmise, when these children were about to have the benefits
of a British education bestowed upon them.
In January 1877 a school-house was built for boys only at
"Duara" on the north side of Baker's Creek near "Tullaboi". At
the outset, Bridgman was impatient that the youths only spoke
"nigger English"60. Rather shortsightedly, he did not consider "their
own language worth preserving"61 . He began instructing twenty
pupils aged six to twelve in the arts of "reading, writing, geography
and drill" and by February 1878 he reported "good progress":
Many can read the ordinary school lesson cards in one syllable
through and write copies in round hand. None of the boys
have left and their conduct is generally good.62
In June the Northern Inspector of State Schools found that the
students could also count and handle some multiplication, name the
days and some of the months as well as recognize the Australian
colonies, the continents and larger islands63. Greatly encouraged,
the Commissioners urged Bridgman to "lose no time in establishing
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to 2,08774. By comparison, when as many as 700 Aborigines had
congregated near Homebush in late 1875, this had created a crisis,
for it was impossible to maintain them75. Hundreds had drifted
away again. Thus Bridgman supplied Aboriginal labour only of real
worth on a supplementary or stopgap basis - as a reinforcement
to the established body of Melanesian field-hands.
The value of this support group was judged finally on its
dependability - and found wanting. As Harold Finch-Hatton
wrote, "They will hit out like Trojans for about a week and then
they cave in."76. Unless it be thought that his views again register
undue prejudice, they can be supported in this instance by the
testimony of Bridgman's own brother. Years later, when Robert
Newman Bridgman was asked before a Royal Commission whether
the "good many aboriginals" he once employed had ever assisted
him materially, he responded:
You could not depend on them. If one could get a mob and
keep them a month, they would do very well, but they got
discontented and cleared OUt.77
Indeed in January 1876, Frank Bridgman himself revealed that a
certain number
as a rule . . . will not settle down to work systematically
if they can make a living by desultory odd jobs for Europeans,
begging and stealing.78
and that even the more amenable natives would only "do a little
work with tolerable regularity in his absence, provided it has been
distinctly marked out for them"79.
Planter enthusiasm for Aboriginal employment waned as the
natives' disinterest in cane-cutting grew. Europeans blamed the
latter upon "inherent" laziness or the call to "wander" but the
reasons were perhaps not so mysteriously racial. As Duncan McNab
argued:
To expect men who have lived by the chase voluntarily to
submit to slavery, or to a life of constant toil and hard
labor is folly ... 80
Like all men they are unwilling to labor if they can do without
it or are inadequately compensated.81
The black worker from the reserve was paid only a meal and a
half stick of tobacco for a full day's exertion82. This was halved
again during 187683. White workers withdrew their labour for far
less provocation than this84, An Aborigine was purposely underpaid
as it was calculated, "if he thought his services were ... of any
value he would at once assume airs of importance and, . , set a high
price on himself."85, "An Australian savage", wrote "Outsider",
"believes kindness emanates from fear and becomes more exactive
in proportion to the amount of food lavished on him."86.
Rewards were thus kept unequal with energy expended.
Furthermore there was an additional discouragement for the black
workman. It seems that the historian G. C. Bolton is being less
than decidedly accurate when he writes, concerning "Kanaka"
labour, "North Queensland bred no Simon Legrees"87 - as a closer
examination of the Mackay region alone will indicate. Despite great
difficulties involved in uncovering such incidents, Police Magistrate
Goodall reported a considerable number of cases during the
seventies involving failure to pay, bad or insufficient rations, abuse
and intimidation, beatings and floggings and several deaths from
neglect and physical punishment88. An Islander remarked to
Commodore Goodenough in 1875, i'Porta Mackay. Very bad man.
He shoot. He kill blackfellow."89, Upon at least five plantations
which also employed Aborigines there were serious cases of
ill-treatment recorded90, For instance at "Te Kowai" in 1878, the
overseer was dismissed when an inquest revealed that a Pacific
Islander, Callie, had died from a beating the former had
administered. This man had been charged with cruelty several times
and had been fined only a fortnight earlier91. No real evidence
was seen of Aborigines being badly handled by their employers,
yet it would be naive to assume from this that they were treated
with any more forbearance than the Melanesians. They were
regarded as inferior to the Islanders, more expendable and more
treacherous because of the recent background of racial conflict. As
The Queenslander noted in 1876:
The existing relations between white man and blackfellow
are colored by the evil tradition of a series of years. The
arm of the law is impotent to regulate these relations.92
"Old Chum", one of the paper's columnists alleged that the
Australian "blackfellow" was "a sneaking, filthy, thievish, murder-
ing vagabond - a very Cain, whose hand is against every man and
every man's hand against him."93. Bearing these considerations in
mind, it would be safest to conclude that there were no reports
upon the questionable treatment of Aboriginal workers mainly
because no real machinery for inspection and reportage existed.
In February 1878, with various difficulties and disappointments
in mind, Bridgman revealed a decision momentous for the future
of the reserve. He wrote to the Commission, "I do not propose
to reside continuously on the reserve . . . or to . . . devote all my
time to the management of the blacks in the district.", He claimed
that "private affairs" and the probability of having to "proceed
to Europe in a year or two" were the reasons for this ultimatum.
He asked for official recognition as "your agent for the districts
north of Cape Palmerston"94 but the travelling grant for this was
never sanctioned95. Rather unrealistically, he proposed to place
matters "in such a position that the success of your operations may
not be dependent on my own or any other individual's presence
or cooperation,"96. In becoming a part-time superintendent for
a "temporary" period, he had placed himself on a comparable
footing with the sporadic and mal-functioning Commission. During
1878 he gradually ceded control over the reserve until in August
he handed full responsibility over to Jocelyn Brooke. In October
he left the district for several months for an unspecified southern
destination97.
The implications of this default were crucial, for numerous
informants had previously stated, "The whole affair appears, in fact,
to hinge upon the fitness, earnestness and tact of the supervisor ...
Bridgman"98. His reasons for resigning probably lay deeper than
the excuses he offered to the Commission. He had been forced to
abandon all "confidence or even hope that the moral and social
condition of the Adult Natives would be materially improved"99.
Deteriorating labour relations had deflated his earlier enthusiasm
about the mutual benefits of native employment. His requests for
an act of Parliament to regulate controls over the Aborigines had
been overlooked lOo , Furthermore, during 1877 he had been
involved, as interpreter, in legal proceedings which definitely shook
his faith in British justice in relation to native people. The case,
"Regina v. Jacky Jacky and Paddy, Aborigines" had opened at the
Father McNab.
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Townsville Circuit Court on 3 May 1877 while Bridgman was
arranging for the reserve there. The Crown. charged that Jacky
Jacky had raped a white girl in January outsIde Charters Towers
and that Paddy had assisted him.
At the outset, Bridgman protested that the defendants were
ignorant of the terms of the case insofar as he was unabl~ to
interpret dates, legal terminology, "the nature ~f the proceedmgs
or the forms of the court" to them. The heanng was therefore
postponed and the two returned to custody until ~ovem~er.
During the second trial at Bowen, Bridgman succeeded m hav~ng
final consideration reserved for the Supreme Cou~t, convemng
there the following week. Here, however, the ~nal procee.ded
and the judge in his final remarks simply asked the Jury to consIder
"whether the prisoners had understood . . . the :vhole of ~he
evidence.". The jury, in turn, found Jacky Jacky gudty of havmg
"feloniously ravish [ed] and carnally know[?]" th~ girl an~ Paddy
guilty of being "feloniously present ... admg [szc] , abettmg and
assisting". The two natives were sentenced to death even though
Paddy by the girl's own admission, had only once caught her by
the sh~ulder and dress, then released her101. Bridgman interpreted
at this court only "with reservations" and afterwards wrote to
Ratcliffe Pring of the "very grave doubt . . . in my mind as to
the guilt of the accused". The plaintiff's testimo~y had been .t~e
vital factor in condemning the two men. Accordmg to the gIrl s
mother no medical examination had occurred until "about ten
o'dock'the next day". The doctor's testimony merely re-affirmed
that the girl had possibly had sexual intercourse during the twenty-
four hours before he had first seen her. Bridgman alleged that
neither the girl nor her family possessed "a good character" and
that she had been "follow [ing] . . . two men home from the
town" when the offence occurred. He added:
The boys had no opportunity of communicating with their
Counsel to enable him to establish a defence from facts and
in fact had no chance of saying anything except when asked ...
why sentence should not be passed . . . they gave as their
reason that they had not done what they were charged with.'02
Despite these pleas, sentence was confirmed in December 1877 and
executed some weeks later - immediately preceding Bridgman's
decision to limit his involvement in the Aboriginal question.
In December 1877, also, the Government reversed its original
promise to "keep ... the reserve intact so long as any hope of any
good remains" 103 by drastically reducing the size of the land grant.
This development began, ironically, with a letter from Bridgman
asking for a boundary alteration as "there are now applications for
land in the neighbourhood"104. He probably proposed this to bring
"Tullaboi", the principal settlement, within the recognized reserve
area. The new boundary suggested by Captain Goodall in October
had this effect, but it reduced the size of the reserve from 14,080
acres to 13,000 acres and left "Gooneenberry", the first settlement
outside the borders. "This readjustment would throw open a small
quantity of fair land for selection", Goodall concluded1os. Bridgman
concurred with the arrangement when a compromise over
"Gooneenberry" was reached. It was to be made a temporary
reserve of 160 acres for two years during which it had to be
transferred to the new reserve. How groves of fruit trees and acres
of cultivated land were to be moved was not explained. During
November the Lands Department made its own arrangements.
When the new reserve was gazetted in December no consideration
was taken of "Gooneenberry" and the main area was reduced to
only 10,000 acreS106. Thus the Aborigines lost almost one-third of
their allotment by a simple administrative manoeuvre and Bridgman
learned the danger of operating upon a "temporary reserve" which
could be altered or revoked at the Government's will.
Land and finance were the two basic elements int'he scheme for
Aboriginal amelioration. The reduction of the one was to be
followed in September 1878 by the even more serious curtailment
of the other. In the evening of the sixth day in that month the
Douglas Ministry was defeated over a motion to allot £1 ,600 for
the Aboriginal Commission to continue its functions unimpeded.
The supply debate preceding this lasted only sever.al minutes - a
"Civilised girls from the vicinity of Townsville."
striking insult to the importance of what was now to be lost. It was,
in all a short exercise in political malice. During 1878 the Douglas
Administration had been struggling to maintain some sembla~ce of
solvency and health while plagued within by money prol:'lems,
leadership trouble and disaffection by its members. Now, m the
last week of the session, the conservative Opposition was intent
upon converting this veil of well-being into a shroud before the
November elections. "A dying Parliament" had no right to propose
a sum which might form "the nucleus of a new department", the
Honorable P. McLean protested, "Let the new Parliament deal with
it.". Arthur Palmer agreed, suggesting sardonically that the
Government should concentrate upon its blanket distributions
instead. McIlwraith, as leader of the Opposition notified the
House that "He did not intend to go into the merits of the case,
but would merely vote against the item." 107.
The Comissioners, who had "never ... in the least degree
expected such an event" 106, read of it with shock in the next
morning's papers. Expenditure was stayed immediately and an
emergency meeting was arranged some days later. Here the members
at first reacted to the "somewhat embarrassing circumstances" 109
of an almost empty treasury with the conclusion that there was "no
course open" except to ask the Governor to relieve them "of those
duties which we are not now able to perform". Upon further
thought, they found it best to place the onus for such a decision
with the Governor himself. If he should "decide to cancel the
commission we shall be most ready to acquiesce;" but if they were
to continue, their memorial pleaded, what was "the best method
of performing our duties under existing circumstances"11o? The
reply simply advised them to hold on until the new parliament
could be "further moved in the matter" I I I.
This was easier said than done. Hale warned that the setback
had brought "great discouragement and disappointment" to "fellow
workers in different localities" who were "getting more and more
interested in their work . . . [and] by degrees getting to
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understand what has to be done". Parliament's refusal cast a cloud
over the future of the Bribie station and the Townsville reserve
where the local committee had "felt so strongly the necessity for
going on" that they had expended private funds and were in debt
for rations112. William Gray wrote:
If all support was withdrawn the project must be at once
and finally abandoned for if past labour be thrown away, it
will be difficult or impossible to resussitate matters. 113
Money was necessary to persist with the Bowen experiment, to
obtain a concrete beginning for the reserve at Cardwell,
recommended in 1877 and to deal with the "drunkenness and
improper conduct ... [by] the blacks" at Maryborougb 14. Funds
for a new secretary and a travelling protector had been denied.
The Mackay reserve had secured it-s customary £500 grant in the
July Estimates, but progress was jeopardized at its most successful
institution - the "Duara Juvenile Department". The upkeep of
this settlement and the salaries of the Battons were to be paid
henceforth from the general vote for the reserve. Finance for
smaller enterprises like James Low's rationing of incapacitated
Aborigines at MaroochY"5 and Edward Kelk's fishing establishment
for twenty-seven natives at Tingalpa116 was made unavailable. In
September, Premier Douglas placed the number of Commissioners
at four: "Bishop Hale ... Mr Drew, Mr Graham and Father
McNab" 11 7, although there is no actual record of William
Landsborough having been relieved of his services. In November
C. ]. Graham resigned, however, "in consequence of my being
about to leave the colony" 118, while McNab withdrew the next
month. To worsen matters, he chose the occasion to begin an
untimely argument about the Commission with Bishop Hale in the
letter columns of The Brisbane Courier119. No new appointments
were made:
In February 1879 the whole purpose of struggling on was
revealed as rather futile in any case when the new Mdlwraith
Government began playing its parsimonious hand. In reply to
Drew's desperate suggestion that Townsville and Bribie be
rontinued "at as low a cost to the Government as possible",
Parliament "absolutely refused" to sanction a voucher covering
Sam Tadrane's wages and a debt he had incurred for rationsl20.
The Townsville reserve virtually ceased operation at this point. As
for the natives, in November the Municipal Clerk requested the
police to "rid the town of these nuisances" with their "disgraceful
exhibitions" of nudity121. At a subsequent blanket distribution,
this hapless collection of some 400 Aborigines were requested by
the Police Magistrate to give "three regular 'British' cheers" for
the visiting Governor122. When supplies were refused the Bribie
Aborigines, Drew retorted that this would "cause serious distress
if not loss of life" to the seventeen old and crippled blacks "entirely
rlependent upon the Government rations for support" and to the
thirty or forty others who camped there123. Arthur Palmer, the
Colonial Secretary, at first relented enough to allow "needful"
supplies although the caretaker was dismissed. By March Bishop
Hale was registering his "deep regret" at the "sudden withdrawal
of the small ration". Moreover, there had been a "compulsory
rlispersion of those blacks to eke out their existence elsewhere as
best they can", ending this reserve, as it were, by force. Palmer
appended a terse "no reply" to the letter124.
In the same month Hale learned that the Mackay grant had been
prematurely exhausted and was sharply informed in turn that
"Ministers cannot recommend".additional expenditure125. In
utter resignation he sent "notice ... to Mr Brooke ... and to
the School Teachers that their services will be dispensed with from
and after the 30th" of April,26. A portion of the children were
"turned adrift with the tribe" and the "greater number ... put
out to service"127-thus concluding, in a rather peremptory manner,
all speculation upon what the fate of these "educated" ones was
to be. In May Captain Goodall rode out to "Duara" and in the
empty school room made a detailed inventory of the bare essentials
remaining of this once bold enterprise:
3 large school tables, 9 common chairs, 8 large forms, 2 small
tables, 3 lamps, 2 large maps, 1 meat safe ... Sundries:
Quantity of school books and slates
for-it was all the property of the Government and should be
sold, Goodall recommended, "at once". It seemed as though the
entire reserve must similarly cease operation for Goodall had been
instructed to take control of the "five sub~tantial buildings", the
dozen mixed cattle and two horses, the dray, harness, implements
and utensilsl28. On 23 April a telegram from Francis Amhurst,
M.L.A. for the district, stayed Palmer's hand. The communication
read:
Please arrange to carryon aboriginal affairs here until we
can explain matters fully to you if aboriginals suddenly let
loose great injury to crops might ensue, 29
and A. H. Palmer needed planter support as much as planters
needed sugar.
In a matter of weeks the new Government had destroyed the
hard work of years, with Colonial Secretary Palmer, the man who
had first granted permission to begin the Mackay reserve, acting as
main demolitionist. He was a person with the necessary
ruthlessness for this task, for his approach to Aboriginal affairs
was one of utter expediency. In 1878 for instance, he had
claimed to have "very little knowledge of our aborigines" 130,
although in 1876 it had suited his argument to state that "he had
watched the blacks of this colony very closely". He had then
considered Faher McNab's plans to be "utterly utopian ... and ...
absurd" 13'. Now he openly stated that he had "no great faith in
Bishop Hale" 132 either and that he did not like "Mr Drew's
opinions"l33. When Tom Petrie asked him what was to happen
to the old Bribie Aborigines, he replied blandly, "Oh, let them go
and work like anyone else."134. Small wonder that a clerk in
the Colonial Office quipped in 1878 that Palmer was "one who
appears to have recently learned writing and not to have learned
manners at al1."135.
From March 1879 the Aboriginal Commission existed only on
paper, after William Drew resigned in protest against "the breaking
up of the Bribie ... settlement" as well as actions by the Native
Police on the North Shore above Cooktown. A small incident
concerning troopers in this region had determined his continuation
as a Commissioner back in 1874. A larger atrocity there was now
to terminate his official duties 136. After two white men had been
"severely wounded" at the Endeavour River by Aborigines, a
revenge party had broken up five hastily abandoned native camps.
Over a week later Sub-Inspector O'Connor and six troopers had
trapped "28 men and 13 gins" in a narrow gorge. All twenty-eight
native males were killed137. Palmer would hear nothing of this
and called Drew's reason for resigning "a downright absurdity" 138.
When Bishop Hale queried him about the case he responded
insultingly that he had no desire to be "catechised" upon "absurd
paragraphs in newspapers"l39. After this, nothing more was heard
officially of the Commission until December 1884 when it was
considered by the Registrar-General "to have lapsed." 140.
The McIlwraith Government proceeded against both reserves
and Commissioners with such singular determination and confidence
largely because it now felt safe to do so. Not only was Queensland
becoming far more "sensitive to any infringement of its right of
self-government" 14', but the Colonial Office was also no longer
exerting any serious pressure upon the colony's Aboriginal affairs.
In this regard the Aboriginal Commission had done its job well.
When in July 1878 a pseudonymous correspondent to the
Queensland Patriot warned of "a howl in England" over certain
articles concerning Native Police irregularities he had "sent to Mr
Gladstone, The Times and the Secretary of State for the Colonies",
the result was not even a whimper. The writer wanted an end to
the Native Police vote in the 1878 estimates but the money for
reform had been blocked instead,42. In October 1879 Duncan
McNab composed a lengthy memorial upon Queensland's Aborigines
for the Secretary of State which vividly contrasted the "feeble
attempts at their civilization" with the many thousands of pounds
snent yearly for their destruction. He expressed a hope that the
Colonial Office would "provide for the more equitable treatment
and well-being"143 of the natives but by February 1881 he was
forced to "renew the complaint" as the "evils complained of
continue unabated" 144. In April the Earl of Kimberley responded
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tamely that he had "not the affirmation necessary to judge of
the ... accuracy" of McNab's representations, nor could he give
"authoritative directions". He could
only trust the Government of Queensland . . . will continue
to bear in mind the necessity of treating the Aborigines with
kindness and justice. 145
British philanthropic groups remained equally undemonstrative
upon the issue until after Queensland's annexation of eastern New
Guinea in 1883,46.
Public opinion within the colony was just as quiescent, imbued
as it was with fatalism concerning the Aborigines' "inevitable"
demise. Such an attitude had persisted for decades, it is true, but
the positive achievement of the Mackay reserve had qualified it
for a time, leading some to suggest that despondency regarding
Aboriginal amelioration was a mistake147. On 8 May 1876 the
last Tasmanian native had died, however, and this event became
a symbol for rapidly encroaching pessimism once moreI4~. In the
Assembly, the Honorable Mr Thompson pointe-d out that
Tasmanian blacks had "totally disappeared", only "a mere remnant"
remained in New South Wales and that, "in a few years there
would be no specimens left on the face of Australia.". The
Honorable Mr Macrossan added that "the system of continual
war" was also leading to "utter extermination" in Queensland149.
The disappearance of the "Warrigal man" was decre~d by "fate",
The Queenslander argued'5o and The Brisbane Courier agreed that
"history and science" as well as "the inscrutable degree of
Providence" doomed him t00151. The ethnologist, E. M. Curr, sadly
concluded in December, "The blacks, I regret to say, are quickly
passing away."'52.
Father McNab passionately though ineffectually replied to this
grim determinism, "They blaspheme God who say that He created
a race of men incapable of improvement and civilization."'53. In
1878 the trustees of his own "Binambi" reserve predicted, "this
race is doomed to extinction in a few years",54. Thus William
Drew wrote in March 1879, "I fear the great majority are altogether
indifferent or have made up their minds nothing can be done",55
and McNab himself bitterly concurred:
Nineteen-twentieths of the population ... care nothing about
them, and the other twentieth regard them as a nuisance to
be got rid of.
This pessimism had even invaded the highest ranks of society,
McNab confided to the Secretary of State for the Colonies. At a
Christmas banquet held by the Governor in 1880:
the discourse turned on the treatment of the Aborigines and
the conclusion arrived at (as I learned from a Member of the
Legislative Council who was present on the occasion) was
that there is nothing for the Aborigines but extermination.
The story was hotly denied by the Governorl56.
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The Mackay Mercury accused the Government of "foolishly"
abandoning the reserve but its protest went no further than this157.
The prospect of "fire to growing crops", however, kept the Colonial
Secretary from ordering final sale of the property, although
Goodall warned that the two horses had died in the cold wet
weather and that the buildings were becoming subject to
vandalism158. While Palmer deliberated, the reserve functioned,
after a fashion, upon private subscriptions which the Mackay
Mercury had promised, "residents ... will do all in their power
to support" 159. Late in September 1879, John Ewen Davidson
revealed that £17/10/- had been contributed, all by G. F. Bridgman
and himself. All but £1 of this had been the salary of Jocelyn
Brooke. Davidson added, "I see .they have now passed the vote
for the maintenance of the aboriginal settlement" 160 and this,
Amhurst wrote in October "should not exceed £300 per annum.".
The reserve had been salvaged but it had been damaged almost
beyond recognition. The school, Amhurst recommended, "should
be done away with" and the reserve area used chiefly for "old
people and young children". All natives who were "fit ... should
be induced to work on stations and plantations". There was no
mention made of labour contracts or ample remuneration161.
In November a petition from thirty-eight Mackay residents
showed where the real interest in the old reserve now lay. Owing
to the "great demand for Crown land", they begged that the area
"be thrown open for selection" as it was "no longer necessary for
the purpose for which it was originally set apart" 162. Accordingly,
the Lands Department decided to "cancel the Aboriginal reserve at
Baker's Creek with the exception of about 1,000 acres in the N.W.
corner." 163. The erosion of the native settlements was almost
completed and the various tribal remnants were crowded together
once more at "Tullaboi". Although Amhurst cabled that the
thousand acres would be "quite sufficient" 164, a survey map made
later showed that there were only 290 acres of dry land which
ran into a mangrove swamp "under water one inch deep"165.
Duncan McNab wrote:
What is the Reserve at Mackay . . . it consists of sand and
what is called devil-devil land, that is a species of swamp in
winter and crab-holes in summer. 166
It was certainly quite unfit for cultivation.
This sad excuse for a reserve still required "supervision ... [by]
some proper person" for as Jocelyn Brooke recounted in 1880, "the
blacks, being uncontrolled, became a nuisance, hanging round the
town, frightening cattle through fences, pilfering corn, potatoes
etc."167. Twice in late 1879 Davidson queried whether "Mr
Brook [sic 1 is reinstated as manager of the settlement" 168. In
January 1880 Brooke was formally appointed by the Minister of
Lands as "the Protector of Aborigines at Mackay" with a salary
of £150 per annum. A further £100 was granted for "the purchase
of food and medicine". William Drew summoned a little
enthusiasm to comment about Protector Brooke:
He enjoyed the entire confidence of the Commissioners and
showed a wonderful aptitude for dealing with the Aborigines
considering his age and comparatively limited Colonial
experience. 17o
Yet he was not "another Bridgman" 171. His one official report in
June 1881, written as a request for a higher wage, showed that
his main role had been "to keep Blacks out of mischief and
mak [e] ... them useful to the settlers".
These duties had certainly been,.unaertaken in a comprehensive
manner. He had kept Aborigines from "drink and other vices" in
the township as well as from "private land where they
unintentionally frighten cattle" 172. Police Magistrate Goodall
admitted in April, "There has not for many years been the slightest
trouble with any of them." 173. Brooke supervised labour
arrangements and took work parties to "places where the farmers
are glad to have them to work and kill marsupials which destroy
their crops". Several planters still used them but wages were small,
Brooke alleged, because of the natives' "natural indolence". He
also complained of "very unreasonable" demands on the part of
white employers174 . The contacrsiruation no longer seemed so
placid, for Brooke had to protect the blacks from "iIltreatment ..
by whites who sometimes steal their women and children" as well
as attend "sick and wounded" natives. At "Tullaboi", he had to
intervene in disputes to prevent "bloodshed". He worked hard and
took a thorough interest in the Aborigines, even to the extent of
knowing "each individual black man or woman by their native name.
How they are related to each other and the tribe they belong to" 175.
Yet his efforts lacked the planned quality, the expansiveness and
the imagination of Bridgman's superintendence. The Lands
Department was uninterested in his achievements and his request
for more money went unanswered. At some date during 1882, he
left the Mackay district and joined - of all occupations - the
Native Police Force on the Walsh River176.
Whether Brooke had deserted the Mackay Aborigines or they
had left him is uncertain for in August 1882 Captain Goodall wrote,
"the Reserve has entirely ceased to be of any value as such. For
years past no Aboriginal has ever used it". Just eighteen months
previously he had numbered the natives under Brooke's control at
"over 300" but now he stated, "only a very small number ...
remain in this vicinity. The reserve might with advantage to the
public be entirely abolished." 177. In September it was again reduced
to 630 acres and in May 1885 finally and without any ceremony,
cancelled178. What then had happened to the Aborigines who had
once been led to believe that this land was their security and their
refuge? Where had they gone? A considerable number remained
within and around the township of Mackay though the police
removed their shanty settlement some distance from the municipality
in late 1885. In January 1886 the Town Council complained that
a large group were still coming into town and requested whether
this "nuisance and source of annoyance to the inhabitants" could
not be kept away "during the time from sunset to sunrise". The
Police Commissioner replied that so long as they were "dressed"
and not "disorderly [they1 cannot be turned out or arrested by
the Native Police" 179. Census enumerators in October found that
they were sixty in number180.
Perhaps a larger proportion found "regular employment" upon
cattle stations, plantations and smaller farms in the region181. As
many as thirtY182 were employed at Homebush although it must be
said that in the early 1880s this station no longer seemed the
pleasant haven it had once been. In November 1882 Chinese
labourers there were beaten with axeS183. The following year an
overseer was attacked by four Chinamen with raised knives184. A
party of Cingalese quit their contract and complained, "At ...
Homebush we were treated something a little better than dogs." 185.
Again, in 1884 the Polynesian Inspector reported a "large number
of deaths amongst the Pacific Island Laborers at Homebush" from
dysentry. Twenty-five had died in twenty-six days and thirty mort
were hospitalized186. The Mackay race-course riot in 1883187 and
an 1885 petition from townspeople claiming that coloured labour
was "endangering the whole social system" 188 bespoke of the
deteriorating state of race relations generally in that district. About
a dozen Aborigines had left the area to work at Cooktown upon
the beche-de-mer boats, an arrangement begun and encouraged by
Brooke himself189. This too was not a very wise move, considering
that kidnapping, forced labour and heavy intoxication were common
features of the trade190.
In the early eighties, sixty natives usually appeared at Nebo
for the annual blanket distribution. In 1884 a nearby selector, J.
Hess notified the Colonial Secretary that a further number had
missed the. ceremony that year, for, being a "solitary tribe", they
were "afraid to go to the towns when blankets are distributed for
fear of quarrels". He asked for forty more blankets to be sent191.
Captain Goodall suggested that a "few" other natives had ventured
northward along the coast towards Cape Hillsborough. These
possiblv encountered the survivors of the Yuipera tribe, sixty of
whom had encamped on Bloomsbury Station192 after their removal
from the vicinity of St. Joseph's Orphanage. Another party
probably moved down the southern coast-line, for in 1887 the
Lutheran missionaries at Mackay had decided firstly to begin their
settlement in the Mt. Hector area, south of Bridgman's former
reserve, until opposition from "several small selectors" caused them
to choose "Marie Yamba" instead193. Other Aborigines had simply
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" 'The lonely old people,' natives from the
neighbourhood of Townsville."
died from effects of disease, alcohol or opium. In July 1886 a
certain Mr Beardmore claimed that the blacks were "fast dying
out" between Mackay and Rockhampton due to the ravages of
opium. He wrote:
I have seen ... twenty of them in one old room lying down
with their little lamp, passing the whole night and day
smoking, till their supply was exhausted.
In the Assembly, the Honorable R. B. Sheridan alleged that "bad
grog" was destroying "a great many more" than opium ash waS194.
Frank Bridgman's reserve, begun in the hope of saving and
civilizing the natives had ended in their dispersal or death. It had
been used expediently by the planters as a labour pool, by other
settlers as a guarantee against attack and by the Queensland
Government as a cover for its reprisal policies. It had been
discarded when it no longer fulfilled these functions. The
Aborigines, bewildered, defenceless and without any bargaining
power could make no effective protest. The small group of whites
sincerely dedicated to Aboriginal welfare found that, despite their
commitment, their abilities and achievements, they were essentially
powerless too. What the Government had given, it could now take
away, free from both electoral rebuke and Imperial reprimand.
Frank Bridgman had accomplished what few in the Colony had
either the desire or the talent to do. Then he had watched the
operation being gradually undermined and finally shattered. The
only strong words of protest recorded, however, had come from
Duncan McNab, for Bridgman revealed no glimpse of his emotions
on paper. Where McNab was ready to fight and rage, Bridgman
was the quiet toiler, always amenable, never argumentative. He was
a respectable land owner, a paid Government officer and a
gentleman who did not quibble. McNab, by comparison, was that
"certain notorious person"195, subsisting "by fishing and
begging" 196 - a strangely messianic figure wandering among the
blacks. He assumed the role of iconoclast while Bridgman remained
always the patient mediator. Both men were somewhat naive
believers in their own way: Bridgman possessed the naivete of a
practical reformer who believed that some arrangement equally
beneficial to both Europeans and Aborigines was conceivable, when
the grim reality was retaliatory slaughter and rapid degeneration.
McNab had the simpilicity of a visionary who saw the Aborigines
surviving as black Christian yeomen, secure and healthy like their
white neighbours.
Both men used their optimism as a shield against their detractors
and as a goad to sustain their efforts. When McNab failed in
Queensland. his faith carried him to the lonely outpost of
Goodenough Bay, King Sound in the north of Western Australia.
Here, as Mary Durack has shown, "poor old Father Mac-a-nab"
pioneered the way for subsequent missionaries to that isolated
peninsula I 97. Bridgman, being far less impractical, was much sooner
discouraged. When in May 1879 he expounded his views on the
Aborigines to Francis Amhurst, these carried the flavour of
practicality turned rather sour. It was necessary to keep "the race
from becoming an annoyance and disgrace to the residents", he
argued, "difficulty and loss may ensue . . . if these people are
allowed about within the cultivated area.". These no longer seemed
the words of a sympathetic mentor. He suggested that adult
Aborigines could be made "to a certain extent useful" if they were
kept "under proper control". He added dismally, "when they
ultimately die off the whole matter will be brought to an end as
far as any further trouble is concerned.". The Government could
"dispose of" the young, in turn, by collecting "all the children
from the different tribes" and placing them in
institutions . . . [to] give them sufficient education to make
them useful servants and then hire them out to suitable
employers in other parts of the ColonY.198
In 1881 the Colonial Secretary made a half-hearted attempt to
adopt this policy when he ordered the police "to procure the arrest
of all ... [half-caste] children with the view of treating them as
'neglected children'" in the orphanages or "in the Reformatory
Schools at Toowoomba or Lytton."199. The response was minimahoo
and he was informed, "the native mothers . . . will not consent to
part with their children."2ol.
Frank Bridgman left the Aboriginal question behind in 1880
when he sailed for England, where he married the widow of a
former Mackay resident. He was back at Homebush by 1884 but
he never again took a leading role in any agitation for Aboriginal
reform. Recently his son Lewis Bridgman informed a student
interviewer that in his later years G. F. Bridgman "did not have
faith that the aborigines coulr1 be much of a success as citizens in
a European community''202. He died at Toowoomba in 1921 and
all the private memories of his fine experiment died with him. The
Aboriginal settlements of "Gooneenberry", "Karabaya", "Tullaboi"
and "Duara" were almost totally forgotten. In the late eighteen-
nineties when Archibald Meston composed his Monograph on the
Aborigines as a background for governmental legislation in 1897
he gave a single passing reference to "Mr Bridgman" and "the
black's reserve station on Scrubby Creek''203. Yet there was nothing
in what he now warmly advocated as the solution to the Aboriginal
problem which had not been calmly practised between Scrubby
Creek and Sandy Creek more than twenty years before.
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